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the first place with 969 volumes — a significant increase of over
150 per cent. Religion still led all the rest, but its fall to 752
volumes betrays the weakening hold. That poetry and drama
had fallen to 93 volumes, while 'belles-lettres, essays, and mono-
graphs' had risen from 249 to 479, corresponds to a tendency on
the aesthetic sides of literature for criticism to supersede crea-
tion. On the scientific sides the most noticeable growth is in
books on economics and trade; which rose from 119 to 246,
reflecting the many-sided destruction of economic complacency
by the depressions of the late seventies and early eighties,
Novels at this period still invariably made their first appear-
ance as books in three- volume editions (at 31.?. 6<£), which were
bought almost solely by circulating libraries. But now for the first
time a sharp difference developed between those meant for the
multitude and those designed for the intelligent reader. Down
to and including George Eliot, all the great English novelists
had been best-sellers. But George Meredith, whose four greatest
books appeared in these years,1 never reached a large public,
Henry James, who came to Europe in 1869 and published his
first notable novel in 1875, made an equally restricted appeal
Thomas Hardy, whose earlier masterpieces also appeared now,2
had a broader vogue. But he was never a best-seller in the
widest sense. Much the same is true of R. L, Stevenson; his
Treasure Island (1883) and Kidnapped (1886) enjoyed almost the
fullest popularity; but no other of his best books reached so far.
Most of the bestsellers are now forgotten. Perhaps the most
successful was Mrs. Henry Wood; her first book East Lynne (re-
jected by Meredith in his capacity of publisher's reader) had
appeared in 1861 ; but between then and her death in 1887 she
produced over thirty novels, which had an enormous aggregate
sale. In popular books the growing influence of the woman
reader began to be felt, All the best English novels of the nine-
teenth century were aimed at a masculine taste; even George
Eliot was a woman writing primarily for men, just as surely as
Arnold Bennett in the Edwardian era was a man writing pri-
marily for women. Adoption of the feminine outlook by the
best writers is a phenomenon confined to the twentieth century,
Hwry Richmond (1871), Bwehamfs Canw (xSys), T/& Egoist (1879), and Diana
Far from th* Madding Crowd (1874), Th* ftttum of the JV&i'w (1878), and 77*
Major of Gasttfbridgt (1886).

